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"The Sublime Porte engages, moreover, to take especial caie
that the trade and navigation of the Black Sea, particularly,
shall be impeded in no manner whatsoever. For this purpose
it admits and declares the passage of the Strait of Constanti-
nople and that of the Dardanelles to be entirely free and open
to Russian vessels under the merchant flag, laden or in ballast,
whether they come from the Black Sea for the purpose of
entering the Mediterranean, or whether, coming from the
Mediterranean, they wish to enter the Black Sea; such vessels,
provided they be merchant ships, whatever their size and ton-
nage, shall be exposed to no hindrance or annoyance of any
kind, as above provided. The two Courts shall agree upon the
most fitting means for preventing all delay in issuing the neces-
sary instructions. In virtue of the same principle the passage
of the Strait of Constantinople and that of the Dardanelles is
declared free and open to all the merchant ships of Powers
who are at peace with the Sublime Porte, whether going into
the Russian ports of the Black Sea or coming from them,
laden or in ballast, upon the same conditions which are stipu-
lated for vessels under the Russian flag.
"Lastly, the Sublime Porte, recognizing in the Imperial
Court of Russia the right of securing the necessary guarantees
for this full freedom of trade and navigation in the Black Sea,
declares solemnly, that on its part not the least obstacle shall
ever, under any pretext whatsoever, be opposed to it. Above
all, it promises never to allow itself henceforth to stop or de-
tain vessels laden or in ballast, whether Russian or belonging to
nations with whom the Ottoman Porte shall not be in a state of
declared war, which vessels shall be passing through the Strait
of Constantinople and that of the Dardanelles, on their way
from the Black Sea into the Mediterranean, or from the Medi-
terranean into the Russian ports of the Black Sea. And if,
which God forbid, any one of the stipulations contained in
the present article should be infringed, and the remonstrances
of the Russian minister thereupon should fail in obtaining a

